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Introduction 

Cell Press, a publisher of biomedical journals, is testing 
a way to streamline publication of research, called 
Community Review. Instead of the prolonged and 
potentially frustrating process of sequential submissions 
to journals following a rejection by the first-choice journal, 
the Community Review pilot allows a submitted article 
to be peer-reviewed simultaneously by multiple journals 
within Cell Press. The editors then advise the authors 
which journals would not accept the article, and which 
would consider the article, with either major or minor 
modifications. Based on this feedback, the authors decide 
which journal would work best for them.

This roundtable discusses the Cell Press model and 
whether parallel peer review could work for medical 
publications. ISMPP participants were particularly 
interested in how the Community Review system is 
working for Cell Press, and its impact on the rate of 
acceptance and the timelines for publication. Cell Press 
will be carrying out a review in September 2021 to assess 
these metrics. 
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The Cell Press Community Review Model 
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Underlying aims of the Cell Press Community Review 
model are: 

 • No more frustrating cycles of rejection and transfer for 
authors and reviewers

 • Constructive interactions with authors, trying to find a way 
to publish the paper

 • More efficient review process, faster overall time from 
submission to publication

 • Reduce redundancy of editorial work on papers

Is Community Review applicable to medical publishing?

 • Large publishing companies already have multiple  
medical journals within their ‘stable’ and offer transfers to 
sister journals 

 • Some journals already ask for previous peer review 
comments if an article is being submitted after a  
rejection elsewhere

 • Medical writers already provide advice on suitable target 
journals and manage presubmission inquiries, similar to the 
work done by the Cell Press Community Review editors

Benefits of Cell Press Community Review:

 • Quicker publication in fast-moving areas of research,  
where delays due to resubmissions could make a study 
out-of-date 

 • Making best use of peer reviewers’ limited time (although 
the standardised review form can take a while to get  
used to) 

 • Reducing resubmissions, which could make publication 
of a manuscript more efficient for the medcomms agency 
providing support and less costly for the industry sponsors

Challenges of Cell Press Community Review:

 • Some external authors are most concerned with getting 
published in high impact factor journals, and not driven by 
the time it takes to get to publication

 • Sister and cascade journals are generally not well-known

 • In medical publishing, as opposed to basic science, the 
best-known journals for a therapy area are usually across 
several different publishers and so the Community Review 
model may not be applicable

Possible developments to address issues:

 • A uniform submission format so that resubmissions to 
alternative target journals would not need reformatting  
and rewriting

 • ‘Portable’ peer reviews for easy transfer between journals 
that still maintains reviewer confidentiality

 • Wider acceptance of alternative measures to the impact 
factor,* such as hits or downloads, that better reflect how 
much a publication in a particular journal is seen 

 • Checklists of criteria for acceptance for journals to make 
it easier to assess if it’s worth submitting a manuscript at 
all, though this would be a lot of work for the publishers to 
apply across many journals

*A metric for journals used to measure the importance or rank of a journal by 
calculating the times its articles are cited

Conclusion 
In the publications side of medical communications, a familiar problem is the frustration of having articles rejected by several 
journals in succession. The Cell Press Community Review model could streamline the submissions process, saving peer 
reviewers’ time and reducing costs for industry sponsors, but development is needed before it is truly applicable across  
medical communications. 
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